We present an overall empirical formula that, after specification of its free parameters, describes precisely the mass spectrum of charged leptons and is suggested to reproduce correctly also the mass spectra of neutrinos and up and down quarks (together, twelve masses with eight free parameters are presented). Then, it predicts m τ = 1776.80 MeV , 
Any triplet of particle masses, as these for leptons and quarks, can be phenomenologically parametrized in very different ways by making use of three free parameters. When some parameters are constrained a priori, one may get various mass predictions, correct or wrong.
In this note, we will consider the particular parametrization
in terms of three mass-dimensional parameters µ , µε , µη ,
where
is a quantum number numerating the masses 
It is a transformation of parameters µ, ε, η into masses m 1 , m 3 , m 5 . Its inverse transformation gets the form
allowing to fit the free parameters µ, ε, η to experimental values of mases m 1 , m 3 , m 5 . If this can be done with some of the parameters constrained a priori, we may obtain some predictions for the mass spectrum.
The reason why we consider here the particular formula (1) is its wonderful propriety of precisely reproducing the triplet of charged lepton masses m e , m µ , m τ , when we impose a priori the constraint
In fact, for m 1 = m e , m 3 = m µ , m 5 = m τ , the third formula (7) with η = η (e) = 0 gives the prediction [1] m τ = 6 125 (351m µ − 136m e ) = 1776.7961 MeV = 1776.80 MeV (9) versus the experimental value [2] m τ = 1776.82 ± 0.16 MeV ,
when the experimental values m e = 0.5109989 MeV and m µ = 105.65838 MeV [2] are used as the only input. The first two formulae (7) determine then the parameters
Now, let us try to impose a priori on the formula (1) or (6) the constraint
and conjecture that it is the case for neutrinos:
In this case, from the second formula (7) we predict
and determine then that
when we use the experimental estimates ∆m
. From the formulae (7) we determine the parameters µ (ν) = −0.93 × 10 −2 eV and η (ν) = 7.9 as responsible for
In the case of up and down quarks, the concept of mass loses its observable status getting rather an effective character because of their confinement in hadrons (i.e., their nonasymptotic behavior). In this note, we will accept for our discussion the particular quark-mass estimates given in Ref. [2] : 
We can see from Eqs. (16) that
(cf. 2m u = m d = 5.0 MeV) and
Let us conjecture that the relations
are valid strictly (not only approximately as in Eqs. (17) and (18)). We treat them as constraints imposed a priori on the parameters µ (u,d) ε (u,d) and η (u,d) . Then, we are left with only four free parameters µ (u,d) , κ and ω. Three of them, say µ (u) , κ and ω, can be fitted to the experimental estimates (15) of three masses m u , m c , m t , becoming
Then, the mass m d is predicted from the first formula (6)
and subsequently, the mass m s is also predicted from the third formula (7) (with η 
Both masses are in a neat consistency with the experimental estimate (15). The fourth parameter µ (d) can be now determined from the first formula (7),
where the experimental estimate (15) of m b is also used as an input.
Finally, we would like to comment on the possible physical meaning of the quantum number N = 1, 3, 5 appearing in our overall empirical formula (1) for mass spectra of leptons and quarks. It is natural to presume that the quantum field of any fundamental fermion (lepton or quark) should carry an odd number of Dirac bispinor indices
. Among them, one bispinor index, say α 1 , can be correlated with the Standard Model SU(3) × SU L (2) × U(1) label (suppressed here) identifying the considered fermion with a lepton or quark. So, this index α 1 is distinguished from the remaining bispinor indices, α 2 , . . . , α N which are, in a natural way, expected to be undistinguishable from each other. Therefore, the bispinor indices α 2 , . . . , α N behave as physical objects obeying Fermi statistics along with Pauli exclusion principle requiring them to be fully antisymmetrized. This implies that N can be equal to 1,3,5 only (since any α i assumes four values 1, 2, 3, 4) , and that the total spin of a fundamental fermion is reduced to spin 1/2 connected with the distinguished bispinor index α 1 . Hence, we can conclude that in Nature there are exactly three generations of leptons and quarks [3] .
The fundamental fermions with N = 1, 3, 5 satisfy three Dirac equations that can differ by their mass terms. The gamma matrices in these Dirac equations with N = 1, 3, 5
(fulfilling the Dirac square-root condition
form a Clifford algebra, while {Γ
Dirac algebras, the second of them being the familiar one (γ µ and 1 are conventional 4 × 4
Dirac matrices).
Note in addition that, in this model, the form (5) of fermion generation-weighting factors turns out to be justified [3] . This is due to the fact that only one component with ↑↓ being spin-1/2 projections and ±1 eigenvalues of chirality γ 5 .
In this way, we can construct an "intrinsically composite model" of leptons and quarks of three generations [3] , where Dirac bispinor indices play the role of "intrinsic partons" of which all but one are undistinguishable and obey the "intrinsic Pauli principle", in contrast to one of them which is distinguished by "carrying" the Standard-Model label of a lepton or quark. In the present note, we propose in this context a possible overall empirical formula for the mass spectra of leptons and quarks, where N = 1, 3, 5 is a quantum number.
Our intrinsically composite formalism outlined above might either have a fundamental character or be a dynamical S-wave approximation to a more conventional composite model for an odd number of spin-1/2 orbital partons bound mainly in S-states, where one of these partons is distinguished from the rest. In the first option, the conventional orbital partons appearing in the second option are replaced through an act of algebraic abstraction by new algebraic partons described by Dirac bispinor indices. Somewhat similarly, the fundamental notion of Dirac spin 1/2 arises from the notion of orbital angular momentum through an act of algebraic (group-theoretical) abstraction.
